
Sermon on Education Sunday 2011 (20th March locally)

We all know that good foundations are essential in a building. You don't have to be an 
architect to get the parable of the wise and foolish house-builders. 

Jesus used that to teach about foundations in life. Like buildings our lives need firm 
foundations. We need to have a firm basis to withstand the storms and batterings life can 
bring; to guide what choices we make in life. The message of the gospel is that Jesus' 
teaching and example provide that life foundation. 

Just before that section of Matthew we read, Jesus had been giving his sermon on the 
mount.  It's chock full of wise teaching about how to live well. At the end Jesus 
summarises his teaching like this.

“In everything do to others as you would have them do to you; for this is the law and the 
prophets”

It's the golden rule found in some similar words in almost every one of the world's religions 
and life philosophies.

This maxim directs us to think about the well-being of others before we act; so it links 
directly to that other great maxim of Christ's teaching “Love your neighbour as yourself”.  It 
demands of us certain qualities of character. We need the ability to empathise – to put 
ourselves in the position of others who will be affected by our actions – It requires of us 
also qualities like self-discipline and sacrifice.

But Jesus in his sermon on the mount wasn't just teaching people about the foundational 
principles of life. Here we come to the point of his story about the two house-builders. 
Jesus was showing people that these principles have to be embedded. It's one thing to 
have heard about them, to know in our heads what's good and what's right; it's another 
actually to carry them out; to build our lives on them, to make them foundational in our 
choices and decisions.

Schools and colleges also make the  comparison between education and  building. 
Learning has to begin with the foundations.  Young children start their education in 
foundation stage . We hear about colleges offering foundation courses. Here the basic 
principles are embedded.

There is a theme for Education Sunday given by Churches Together in England - because 
it's an ecumenical event sponsored by all churches – and this year the theme is Firm 
Foundations. 

And the question we're being asked to think about on that theme is this: what contribution 
can we make to help society build a firm foundation for the future of all children and young 
people? Or to make that question more specific – what can you offer to help our 
community here in Wokingham, or the community wherever you live or work , to build that 
firm foundation? And what can we do as All Saints Church, a community within a 
community to help build a firm foundation for the future of all children and young people. 
And there's a little three letter word in there which it's easy to skate over – all  - all children 
whatever their background, aptitude or attitude.

A week or so ago I gave a presentation at the Wokingham Borough Community 



Conference. The theme was “Fit for the Future” and was about the changes we need to 
make in various ways to meet the challenges of the future. The Wokingham Borough 
Sustainable Community Strategy talks about how “change is required by communities and 
individuals if we are to realise our aspirations for the future of life in this Borough”. My role 
was to talk about changes in communities and to share the developments we have seen in 
our local community here as part of the Norreys Neighbourhood  project, whose steering 
group I chair. But I also made the point that probably  the most important prerequisite for 
equipping people to adapt, learn and make the changes that the future requires of us all ,is 
to have a stable foundation.
I quoted from a speech Rowan Williams, the archbishop gave when he came to 
Wokingham a few years ago and said;

“One of the paradoxes of being human is that we only grow and explore and adventure 
successfully when we have a stable and reliable background. It's people whose roots are 
deep who are most free to take risks – constructive and creative risks.” 

Rowan was using the idea of roots but it amounts to the same idea as good foundations.
What I said then is that for every person  to be capable of change we need some important 
things : stable families for children and young people to grow up in;  and a society which 
supports children and adults to live securely and flourish in spite of difficulties. Without the 
stability of adequate homes and incomes, support during times of need or crisis , effective 
safeguarding and respect for diversity, then it's hard to see how all young people can grow 
well and become capable of making the changes the future will require of them. 

This doesn't sound very spiritual does it – but let's not forget that we worship the Word 
who became flesh.  Quite a lot of what churches and Christians have done historically has 
been about sending out the ambulance to rescue those who have been hurt,  rather than 
working to prevent what causes the hurt in the first place. When Archbishop Desmond Tutu 
opposed apartheid in South Africa his critics accused him of being political instead of being 
spiritual and his reply was that he didn't know which Bible they were reading but it wasn't 
the same Bible as he was reading. So let's be aware of how our laws, public policies and 
public spending decisions are impacting the lives of our neighbours as well as our own 
lives and, support, even initiate, campaigns which improve children's opportunities to 
experience stable and secure lives.

And of course let's also do what we can do ourselves and find ways to make a difference 
in our own sphere. Do we know what some of the children and young people of our 
community need if they are to have a firm foundation for the future? How can we help as 
individuals and as a church?

One of the most important foundations for any relationship is trust. As a church we need to 
be trusted within our local community. No- one should force a child what (or
what not) to believe;  but the church still has a role within education to offer children the 
chance to encounter what we believe to be the best foundation possible for life. But in 
doing that, we must be a church community that children, their parents and teachers can 
trust. We should also be very clear that we invite people to encounter Christian worship 
and faith not to recruit them as members of a club called church but to share freely a 
wonderful life-changing gift.

There was a traditional stone-built parish church in Bradford – St Margaret, Thornbury - 
whose chancel arch suddenly started to crack. The structure was declared unsafe within a 
week. There was little choice but to demolish the original building and start afresh.  The 



building that church community had grown up with disappeared in a few short weeks. But 
with vision and commitment the congregation made plans to build again; and now there is 
the national award-winning Thornbury Centre, a combined church and community centre; 
home to the  church of St Margaret and a beacon of belief and hope for the future in the 
community. It's open all day every day with quality food available throughout the day.

Deep cracks have been obvious in the traditional role of the church in our society for a 
long time. The secure place of the church and of Christian principles cannot be taken for 
granted. New foundations need to be built carefully and sensitively, in partnership with 
local schools and others. “In everything do to others as you would have them do to you”. 
What shall we do to help our community build a firm foundation for the future of all children 
and young people and how shall we do it?


